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Abstract 
Observability of a graph G is the minimum k for which the edges of G can be properly 
coloured with k colours in such a way that colour sets of vertices of G (sets of colours of 
their incident edges) are pairwise distinct. It is shown that limn--oo bs~Qn~ = 1 + q* where 
n 
q* = 0.293815... is the unique solution of the equation (x + 1)~+1 = 2x • in the interval (0, c~). 
Let G be a finite undirected graph without loops and multiple edges with at most 
one component Kl and no component K2 (basic notions and notations can be found 
in [3]). For integers p,q let [p,q] be the integer interval consisting of all i with 
p<<.i<~q, and [p,c~) the interval of all integers >~p. For real intervals we use nota- 
tions like (a,b), (a,b) and so on. For a map ¢p E [1,k] e(°~ (a k-edge-colouring of G) 
and a vertex x E V(G), we shall denote by Im~o(x) the colour set of x with respect 
to q~, i.e., the set of colours of edges incident with x. The colouring q~ is proper if 
limbo(y)[ is equal to the degree of y for any y E V(G); it is point-distinguishing 
if Im~0(y) # Im~0(z) whenever y, z E V(G), y # z. Denote by Obsk(G) the set of 
all proper point-distinguishing k-edge-colourings of G and by obs(G) the minimum 
k E [0, c~) such that Obsk(G) # 0; obs(G) is the observability of G. This graph in- 
variant, introduced in (~ern~, et al. [1], represents a natural complement of the notions 
of point-distinguishing chromatic index [4], line-distinguishing chromatic number [2] 
and harmonious chromatic number [6]. The values of observability have been deter- 
mined for complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs, paths, cycles and wheels [1] and 
for complete multipartite graphs with equipotent parts (see [5]). 
The n-dimensional cube Q, is the graph defined recursively as follows: Q0 = K1 
and Qn+l is the Cartesian product of Qn and/(2 for n E [0,c~). Thus the vertices of 
Qn can be represented as words of length n over the alphabet {0, 1} or n-dimensional 
vectors over GF(2). Vertices x, y E V(Q~) are joined by an edge just if x and y differ 
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at exactly one position. If e / E {0, 1 }n has exactly one 1, placed at the ith position, 
then the set of edges incident with x is {{x,x + e/} : i E [1,n]}. We shall denote the 
• i i edge {x,x + e~, } by x ~ ei; evidently, (x + e/) ~ e~ = x ~ en. 
Since a k-element set has (~) n-element subsets and Q~ has 2 n vertices, we have 
necessarily 
obs(Qn) ~> min {k E [0, c~): (~)  ~>2n}. (1) 
According to [1], obs(Q2) = obs(C4) = 4. 
Proposition 1. obs(Q~) = n + 3 for n = 3, 4, 5. 
Proof. (a) From (1) it follows that obs(Qn)>~n + 3 for n = 4,5 and obs(Q3)~>5. 
Suppose that obs(Q3) = 5 and ~p E Obss(Q3). No colour class of ~p can consist of 
a single edge since for colour sets of vertices which are not incident with this edge 
only (34) = 4 possibilities are available. The existence of a 4-element colour class 
forming a matching of Q3 implies that at most (4) = 6 vertices can be distinguished 
by their colour sets. Thus only 2- and 3-element colour classes are determined by ~p, 
three 2-element and two 3-element ones. If V/is the set of vertices incident with edges 
of a 3-element colour class, i = 1,2, then I//1 n V21 ~> 4 and at most 5 - 2 = 3 from 
among the vertices of 1/1 M V2 can be distinguished by their colour sets. The obtained 
contradiction shows that obs(Q3) t> 6. 
(b) To see that obs(Qn)~<n + 3 we shall present a map ~p~ E Obs~+3(Qn). If 
v E V(Qn) = {0,1} ~, the colour set of v will be determined by the n-tuple q~n[V] = 
(~pn(O ~ e~) . . . .  , ~p~(v ~ e~)). The information concerning ¢Pn is coded in pairs 
(v, tpn[v]); parentheses and commas separating terms of v or ~p~[v], respectively, are 
omitted: 
(000,123) (001,613) 
(100,142) (101,652) 
(0000,1234) (0001,7124) 
(0100,7215) (0101,4165) 
(1000,1356) (1001,7516) 
(1100,7326) (1101,4536) (11 
(00000,12345) (00001,68475) 
(00100,64381) (00101,63451) 
(01000,12375) (01001,18265) 
(01100,84357) (01101,63287) 
(10000,18734) (10001,65274) 
(10100,65723) (10101,61253) 
(010,325) (011,415) 
(110,346) (111,456) 
(0010,4735) (0011,6325) 
(0110,6714) (0111,7364) 
(1010,4157) (1011,6217) 
10,6125) (1111, 
(00010,21348) 
(00110,64387) 
(01010,51674) 
(01110,34657) 
(10010,28136) 
(10110,68124) 
7235) 
(00011,23478) 
(00111,31457) 
(01011,73264) 
(01111,51287) 
(10011,25876) 
(10111,31854) 
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(11000,18472) (11001,15832) (11010,58174) (11011,75234) 
(11100,85427) (11101,61847) (11110,38127) (11111,51247) [] 
Theorem 1. obs(Qn+l)~< obs(Q,) + 2 for any n E [2,~). 
Proofi For k = obs(Qn) using q~ E Obsk(Qn) we can define ~k E [1,k + 2] E(Q"+') as 
follows: 
~b(uij n+l ~-~en+l)=kq- l+i  foruE{0,1} n-l, i, jE{0,1},  
ff(vO ~ el.+l) = ~(v ~ et.), 
~,(vl <--,et.+l)=q>(v+e~el.) for vE {0,1}", IE  [1,n]. 
l (v+w)~-~etn for lE[1,n] , iE{O,  1} As vi+ e.+ i t  = (v+etn)i and (v+e~+w) ~-~ e. = 
l l l and v,w E {0, 1}", we obtain ~k(vi ~ e.+l) = ~k(vi + en+ 1 ~ e.+l) wb.ich means that 
our definition is correct. 
Colour classes of ~O for colours from [1,k] are matchings ince colour classes of ~0 
are. Moreover, colour k + 1 + i is used only for parallel edges (joining vertices differing 
at a fixed position), i = 0, 1, hence the colouring ~k is proper. As regards the colour 
sets of vertices of Q.+I with respect o ~, we have 
Imq,(ui0) = Im~(ui) U {k + 1 + i}, 
Im~,(uil ) = Im~(ui + e n) U {k + 1 + i} 
Thus, 
Imq,(v0) ¢ Imq,(vl) as 
Im~0(v0) ¢ Imq,(w0) as 
Im~,(vl) ¢ Im~(wl) as 
for u E {0, 1} n-l, i E {0, 1). 
Im~o(v) ¢ Im~o(v + e n), 
Im~0(v) ¢ Im~o(w) and 
Im~(v + e,") ¢ Im~(w + e.") for v, w E {0, 1}", v # w. 
We have shown that ~ E ObSk+2(an+l ) which yields obs(Qn+l )~<k + 2. [] 
In order to obtain an asymptotic formula for obs(Qn) put 
q(k,l):=min{mE[1,cx~): ( l+ lm)  >~2k I fork, lE[1,c~). 
Then we have 
obs(Qn)>~n+q(n,n) for n E [2, oc). (2) 
An upper bound for the observability of a cube also can be expressed in terms of 
q(k, l): 
Theorem 2. obs(Qk+l) ~< k + l + q(k, l) + q(l, k) for k, l E [1, cx~). 
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Proof. Let A = [1, l + q(k,l)],B = [l + q(k, l)  + 1,k + l + q(k, l)  + q(l,k)]. Since 
(t+q/(k,O)/>2 k, there exists an injection u ~ ~,, mapping u E {0, 1} k to an injection 
• ,, E A [l't]. Analogously, (k+~tg))i> 2 t yields an injection v ~/~v mapping v E {0, 1} t 
to an injection/~v E B [l'k]. It is easy to see that by 
q~(uv ~ eik+t) = { fly(i), i E [1,k], 
~u( i -k ) ,  iE [k+l ,k+l ] ,  
a map q~ E (A tO B) z(Q~+t) is correctly determined. Then, 
k+l k l 
Im~(uv) = U{q)(uv ~ eL+t) } = U{/~v(i)} tO U{~u( j )} = ]~v[1,k] tO ~u[1, l] 
i=1 i=1 j=l 
is a (k +/) -e lement  subset of A tO B, hence ~o is proper. If uv ~ fi~, then either 
• u[1,l] ~ ~a[1,'l] or/~v[1,k] ~/~a[1,k] and q~ distinguishes vertices uv, ~ E V(Qk+t) 
by their colour sets. Thus the desired inequality is proved. [] 
The final aim of  our paper is to show that lim.__.~ 
To this end some preparatory results will be useful. 
obs(Q.) exists and to determine it. 
n 
Lemma 1. I f  b E R and {an}n=l is a sequence of  reals such that limn--.~an = cx~, 
then limn--.~( 1 + b/an)a" = e b. 
Proof. Denoting l = lim.__.o~(1 + b/an) a" we have for b = 0 l = 1 = e °. 
If b > 0, then l = lim.__.~((1 + (an/b)-l)a"/6) b = e 6 as x b is a continuous function in 
the interval (0 ,~) .  
Finally, for b < 0, l = limn--.~((1 - (an/ibi)-l)a"/Ibl) Ibl = e -Ibl = e b. [] 
Lemma 2. I f  {an}n~=l, {b.}.~ 1 are sequences of  reals such that lim.__.~ an = ~ and 
limn--.~bn = O, then limn--.~(1 + bn/an) a" = 1. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary b E (0, 1). There exists no E [1, cx~) such that for any 
n E [n0,cx~) an > 1 and -b  < b. < b, hence 
0 < 1 -b /an  < l+bn/an < l+b/an .  
For any e E (1, cx~) the function x c is increasing in the interval (0, cx~) and consequently 
for every n E [no, ~)  
(1 - b/an )an < ( 1 + b./an )an < (1 + b/an )a.. 
Then from Lemma 1 
e-b~< lim inf(1 + b./an)an ~ lim sup( 1 + bn/a. )an ~ e b. 
n'---} ~ n'- -} OO 
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However, b was chosen arbitrarily, so that 
1 ~< lim inf(1 + b./an )an ~ lim sup( 1 + bn/a. )an ~ 1 
t l  - "40~ n - - ' *  OO 
and the proof follows. [] 
Lemma 3. I f  b E R and {a,}n~l, {b,}n~l are sequences of reals such that 
lim,__,o~ an = oo and lim,--.o~ b, = b, then limn--,~(1 + bn/an) a" = e b. 
Proof. For b = 0 use Lemma 2. 
I f  b # 0, then 
(i + bn~a" (an'J-bn~a" . (l + L~a" 
an/ k, an -+-b ] an/  
b. by "+b "( (1 \1 + • + 
= (1 + a - - -~]  an+b]  an,~ 
and, since limn__.~(a. + b) = c~, l im._ .~(b.  - b) = 0, with respect o Lemmas 1 and 
2, our limit is equal to 
( bb) ( ( ( an lim 1+ bn-  an+b bn-b~ -b b) .--'~ an+ • t im l + a--~-~ j j .n l im 1+ 
= 1 • 1-b.  e b = e b. [] 
Lemma 4. The equation (x + l y  '+1 = 2x ~ has a unique solution q* = 0.293815... 
in the interval (0,oo). Moreover, it holds (x + 1) x+l < 2x x for any x E (0,q*) and 
(x+ 1) x+l > 2xX for any x E (q*,oo). 
Proof. We shall show that the function f (x )  = (x + 1) x+l - 2x x is increasing in the 
interval (0 ,~) .  We have 
f ' (x )  = (x+ 1)x+l(ln(x + 1)+ 1) - 2xX(lnx + 1) 
and, since In (x+ 1)+ 1 > 1 > 0 for x E (0,oo), the positivity of f ' (x )  in this interval 
is equivalent o 
x+l  f l  + l'~X (x+l )  x+l lnx+l  
2 "~x)  = 2x ~ > ln (x+l )+ l "  
First note that with respect to lnx + 1 < ln(x + 1)+ 1 > 0 the right-hand side 
function is less than 1. There are three possibilities to be distinguished: 
I f  x E (1, c~),  then, 
x+,, 
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For x E (i, 1) it holds 
x+1 ( > 1+’ 
x 3 -9 
2 X 
> ; .24.2f > 1. 
Finally, the assumption x E (0, $) yields 
x+1 ( > 1,; 
x 1 -. 
2 
> &, 
while 
lnx+l Ink+1 
ln(x+ I)+ 1 < KiTi = 
1 - In2 < i. 
Since f(0.293815) < -10V7 < 0, f(0.293816) > 10F6 > 0 and f(x) is increasing 
in (0,03), our proof follows. 0 
Lemma 5. (Stirling’s formula). If n E [ 1, co), then there exists 8 E (0,l) such that 
n! = a. #+S .e-n . ee/(12n)_ [7 
Lemma 6. Let {a,}g, be a sequence of positive integers with limn--too a, = 00, let 
c, d E (0, co), and let {bn}g, be a bounded sequence of reals such that a, +a,c+ b, E 
[a, + 1,co) for any n E [l,oe). Then 
(i) Z(c, d) = limn+,& on+z”c+bn ) . dPan exists; 
(ii) l(c, d) is either 0 or 00 and the former case applies isf (1 + c)~+~ <dcC. 
Proof. Put r(c,d) := (1 + c)‘+“/(dc”). A ccording to Lemma 5 for every n E [ 1,oc) 
there exist B,,i E (0, 1 ), i = 1,2,3 such that 
a,+a,c+b, .d+ = tan + ant + b, )! 
a, a,!(a,c + b,)!d”n 
e 4 e 42 e 63 ---_ 
a,, +a,~+ b, a, a,c + b, 
x (a, + a,c + bn)a.fanc+bn+f 
dzca:+f (a,c + b,,)a.e+bn+f& 
een a, + a,c + b, 
=J23t, 
bn+i (a,(1 +c)(l+ &))a.(l+c) 
a,,c + b, > . a2+t(t.z,,( 1 + $)pCdan 
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= e°" ( _ _ .  __an) b"+½ (1+b'-'N--)a"+a"Can+anc 
1 + anC + bn " r(c'd)a" " (1 + b~_)a.c 
ant 
With respect o 
(3) 
lim (an + ant + b . )  = lim (anc + bn) = lim an =- oo n ----~ 00 1l--.-¢00 n ----* 00 
we have 
lim e °" = exp(  l im On) = e ° = 1. (4 )  
n- -*oo  11---+ oc  
oo Moreover, if b is a lower and/~ an upper bound for the terms of {bn}.=l, 
1÷ ~<liminf l ÷ - -  n--+oo anc + bn 
<. . l imsup( l+ an ~b"+½ ( 1 )  b+~ 
n--*~ anc+b-----~nJ <<. 1 + 
(note that ant + bn >/1 ) and, since 
b~a"+a"c(1  bn~a"+a"c(1  
1 + "-" '~ancJ  ~ + ~ , ]  <~ an an 
~an +an c
an 
(5) 
( b__ ~anc ( bn ~anc ( ~ ~anC 
l + anc / <. 1+- -  <<. 1+- -  , anC / anC / 
by Lemma 3 
eb-- (1 ÷ b. )a.+a.c (1 ÷ an~e) an+anc e ~ 
~ ITItl an+anc ~< lim sup ~< 
e b li,;zLidgf (1 + b. )a.c (1 + ~ )a.~ e b_ anC n--+o~ anC 
That is why from (3) using (4)-(6) we get 
1 + • e -b-l; • lira ~ ~< lim inf 
n--,~ n -~ an 
o.  
(6) 
( !)~+~ r(c,d) a" 
~< 1 + " et;--6 "nli~moo x/2na~ (7) 
We have limn__.~ ~ = o~. If r(c,d)<. l ,  then l imn~r(c ,d )  a" C {0,1} and the 
border terms of (7) are both equal to O. On the other hand, if r(c,d) > 1, then, for 
n --~ oo, r(c,d)  a" tends to o~ more rapidly than ~ does and the border terms of 
(7) are both equal to ee. [] 
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Lenuna 7. l imn~ q(n,n)/n = q*. 
Proof. Evidently, 
_ (2n) . l  _ 2 n. 2n - 2 i -  1 
(n!)2 i=0 n - i 
/> 2 n, 
and we see that q(n,n)<.n for any n E [1,c~). 
As q(n,n)>>. 1, we have q(n,n)/n E (0, 1) for all n E [ l ,c~). Thus there exists a con- 
vergent subsequence {q(in, in)/in}n~=l of {q(n, n)/n}~=l with r --- limn--.~ q(in, in)/in E 
(0,1). Fix an e E (0, c~). There exists no C [1,c~) such that for every n E [n0,c~) 
ine>_-1 and q(in, in)/in < r + e, i.e. q(in, in) < in(r +e) .  Let {sn}n~no be the sequence 
of reals Sn E (0, 1) determined by 
in(r + e) - sn = Lin(r + ~)J. 
From q(in, in)<<.in(r + e ) -  Sn and from the definition of q(in, in) we obtain 
(in+in(r+e)-sn)>~(in+q(in'in)~>~2i". (8) 
1 n l n /I 
Since in(r+e)>>-ine>>-I and sn < 1, we have in+in(r+e)--Sn>>-in+ 1. Further, the 
sequence {-Sn}n~o is bounded, hence by Lemma 6 the limit 
l(r + e'2) = lim ( in + in(r + e) - sn ) " tn" 
exists; it is equal either to 0 or to c~. With respect o (8) the latter possibility applies, 
which means, again by Lemma 6, that 
(1 + r +/~)l+r+e > 2" (r + e) r+~. 
This inequality in correspondence with Lemma 4 yields r + e > q*. However, e can 
be chosen arbitrarily small, so that 
r>~q*. (9) 
Now fix an e C (0, q*). Without loss of generality we can suppose that the above 
chosen no is such that in(r - e) > 1 and r - e < q(in, in)/in, i.e. in(r - e) < q(in, in), 
t oo for each n E [n0, co). Let { n}n=no be the sequence of reals tn C (0, I)  defined by 
in(r - e) + tn = [in(r - e)]. 
Thus q(in, in)>>-in(r - e)+ tn and, using the definition of q(in, in), 
2" ' ( in+q( in ' in ) - l )>  in >1 ( in+in( r -e ) -b tn -1) in  . (10)  
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From in ( r -  e) > 1 it follows in ÷ in(r - e) + t, - 1 >t in + 1, hence due to the boundedness 
of {tn - 1}n~=n0 by Lemma 6 the limit 
l(r - e'2) = lira ( in + i"(r - e) + t" - l ) " tn" 
exists. With respect o (10) then l ( r -  e,2)= 0 and consequently 
(1 + r - e)l+r-e ~2 • (r - g ) r -% 
which, by Lemma 4, leads to r - e ~< q*. As e E (0, q*) can be chosen arbitrarily, 
r<.q*. (11) 
Taking into account (9) and (11) we see that any convergent subsequence of the 
sequence {q(n, n ) /n}~ 1 has the limit equal to q* and the desired result follows. [] 
Theorem 3. l im,~ obs(Qn)/n = 1 + q*. 
Proof. (a) With respect o (2) and Theorem 2 we have 
q(2m,2m) obs(Qzm) q(m,m) 
1+ ~ < - -  ~<1+- - ,  
2m 2m m 
hence by Lemma 7 l imm~ obs(Q2m) __  1 ÷ q*. 2m 
(b) Analogously, with the additional use of Theorem 1, 
1 + q(2m + 1,2m + 1) ~< obs(Q2m+l) ~< obs(Q2m) ÷ 2 
2m+ 1 2m+ 1 2m+ 1 
2q(m,m) + 1 q(m,m) 2m 1 
~<1+ = 1 + - -  - - + - -  
2m+ 1 m 2m+ 1 2m+ 1' 
which leads to limm~oo bs(Q2m+l)/(2m + 1)= 1 + q*. 
The proof of our theorem follows from (a) and (b). [] 
Thus we know that obs(Qn) ~ (1 ÷ q*)n for large enough n. Despite this fact we 
were not able to prove that obs(Qn)<~ obs(Qn+l ) and we can only express the following 
Conjecture. The sequence {obs(Qn)}~2 is non-decreasing. 
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